1 Preface

Natural language processing (NLP) has played an important role in several computer science areas, and requirements engineering (RE) is not an exception. For over twenty years [Rya93], several works were published on the application of NLP techniques to address RE specific problems, such as traceability, categorisation, defect detection, model generation, and more. In recent years, the advent of massive and heterogeneous natural language (NL) RE-relevant sources, like tweets and app reviews, has sparked the interest of the RE community in NLP. Furthermore, we witness the novel golden age of NLP technologies, enabled by deep and shallow learning approaches that have improved the accuracy of most NLP tasks, including parsing and machine translation. It is therefore an appropriate moment to organize events that enable researchers on applications of NLP to RE problems to meet, share ideas and create synergies, assisted by experts from the NLP community.

The current document is a preface to the proceedings of the 2nd Workshop on Natural Language Processing for Requirements Engineering (NLP4RE’19, http://fmt.isti.cnr.it/nlp4re/), co-located with the 25th International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality (REFSQ 2019) held in Essen, Germany. After the first successful edition, whose results have been summarised in a recent IEEE Software paper [DFFP18], the goal of NLP4RE’19 is to strengthen its role as a meeting point for the researchers in the field, to foster collaborations, and to encourage synergies between industry, academia and vendors of NLP tools for RE. The workshop features one keynote from Vincenzo Gervasi (University of Pisa, Italy) on Requirements Philology. The keynote provides a viewpoint on adapting document-centered research methods typical of the Humanities and associated NLP techniques, to address specific requirements problems.

The workshop received 17 submissions. The papers were independently reviewed by three program committee members, and 12 papers were accepted by the co-organizers for presentation at the workshop, while 3 papers were accepted as posters.

The papers and the posters can be grouped into four main groups: (1) technical papers discussing RE needs and associated NLP solutions [TVH, ABNZ, SGVa, SGVb, FGS]; (2) report papers presenting past, ongoing and future work of research groups interested in NLP for RE [MLTvA, VHP+, KPS, DB, BPE]; (3) tool demonstration papers [MBPM, GT]; and (4) posters illustrating preliminary works [DHGT, UY, cA].
NLP4RE’19 includes also a showcase of industrial NLP tools for RE organised by the Industry Track co-chairs of REFSQ’19: Sarah Gregory and Frank Houdek. During the showcase, different tool vendors provide demos of their tools to the attendees. Four companies are involved in the tool showcase:

- **Qualicen GmbH** (https://www.qualicen.de/en/), presenting Requirements Scout, a tool to analyze requirements specifications aiming to uncover requirements smells.
- **thingsThinking** (https://www.thingsthinking.net/), presenting Semantic processing platform, a tool to perform document comparison on a semantic level.
- **QRA** (https://qracorp.com/), presenting QVscribe, a tool for requirements analysis for quality and consistency.
- **OSSENO Software GmbH** (https://www.osseno.com/en/), presenting ReqSuite, a tool to support requirements writing and requirements analysis.
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